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Brittany Bloomer - bondi beach - © photography by andre braun

Sydney, 24 January 2014, for immediate release

Exhibition opens on October 2 until October 30, 2014

Waverley Library Galleries
32-48 Denison Street, Bondi Junction

Ground Floor:
The Foyer Gallery: Exhibition: “two worlds - one beach” is exploring the similarities between two 
living creatures trying to defy gravity, all in one same location, bondi beach. Looking at the world from 
a different perspective.

First Floor:
The Atrium Gallery: Exhibition: bondiworldexpo “scale photography” exploring the natural beauties 
of above and under North Bondi

bondiworldexpo
two worlds l one beach

bondi as you have 
never seen before

[scale photography] by andre braun
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bondiworldexpo
[scale] photography

bondiworldexpo 
bondi rediscovered - at micro level

Experience life from a different perspective at this unparalleled exhibition.

“Bondiworldexpo revisited’ is focused on the rediscovery of Bondi Beach from a unique perspective, 
by creating intriguing and unique photographic environments and landscapes.

This exhibition follows Andre Braun’s successful solo exhibition at the Bondi Pavilion Gallery in 2012, 
which related mainly on North Bondi and particularly Ben Buckler, above and underwater.

The 2014 exhibition at the Waverley Library is divided in two main parts:

FOYER GALLERY - PART 1      |    ‘Two Worlds – One Beach’
This is a story of the two most flamboyant residents of this amazing place. On beautiful Bondi Beach, 
seagulls and humans inhabit the same space, one beach caught in two worlds.
As humans, in our search for the magical feeling of freedom we share one goal in common with the 
gulls, to defy gravity.  The analogy is of worlds apart, dancing together, entwined in one unique 
location.
This exhibition seeks to look at this beautiful beach from an unusual perspective, capturing that mo-
ment of magic as if gravity did not exist!

FOYER GALLERY - PART 2      |    ‘Scale Photography at Bondi Beach’
This is a journey of exploration, discovering and reimagining the beauty of Bondi Beach on a different 
scale. Maquettes of human models have been physically scaled down, then strategically positioned in 
the landscape to visualise reality from a new and unique viewpoint. 
This exhibition breaks new ground, creating a fresh perspective view of our familiar ‘Bondi World’.

ATRIUM GALLERY    |   ‘ Scale Photography’, continued
This is a retrospective of the best images from ‘Bondiworldexpo 2012’ and features many additional 
new works.
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bondiworldexpo
[scale] photography

bondiworldexpo 
bondi rediscovered - at micro level

Experience life from a different perspective at this unparalleled exhibition.

Born in Switzerland, his particular passion has been the integration of architecture, graphic art, 3d 
visualizations and multimedia presentations. 

After working  in Hong Kong, Berlin and Zurich, Andre moved to Sydney in 1995, working for several 
medium to large local and international architectural firms.

As the great artist Pablo Picasso most appropriately said: “Everything you can imagine is real.” 

For interview requests, press material or further inquiries please contact: Andre Braun 
e: bondiworldexpo@gmail.com    l     web: www.bondiworldexpo.com
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bondiworldexpo 
(2012)

bondi as you’ve never seen it before. 
bondiworldexpo is a series of unique 
and compelling installations, scale 
photographs, dioramas, videos and 
sculptures. This innovative work was 
created by swiss born photographer 
Andre Braun as his first solo exhibition. 
Both underwater and above ground, the 
viewer is treated to a display of stun-
ning imagery.

As part of this exhibition a series of 
human models have been physically 
reduced in scale then strategically 
positioned in the landscape to create a 
ground-breaking depiction of the bondi 
“world”. This photographic journey was 
inspired by Braun’s exploration and 
discovery of the amazing natural beauty 
in and around bondi. As the great artist 
Pablo Picasso most appropriately said: 
“Everything you can imagine is real.” 
For interview requests, 

press material or further inquiries please 
contact: Andre Braun m: 0401 888 052 
l e: bondiworldexpo@gmail.com l web: 

© 2012 scale photography by andre braun l bondi beach
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JULIE POWER
17 Nov, 2012 03:00 AM

IT MAY be because he grew up in Switzerland, where most things are small 
and compact, says the photographer Andre Braun to explain his love of small 
things.
If his surreal photos are any indication, the architect and interior designer also 
loves seagulls and octopuses, one of which stole one of three cameras he’s 
ruined or lost in his pursuit of the cause of scale photography at Bondi beach.

Braun’s photos upset the normal balance of power on Bondi beach. Humans 
look like chip-sized snacks for the huge seagulls eyeing them
greedily. A bluebottle appears so big it could star in its own creature feature, 
perhaps The Bluebottle that Ate Bondi.

Braun says his work is about representing the real world but on a different 
scale.
‘’They’re all real images, where the people have been reduced in size,’’ Braun 
said.
To make one of his images, such as a giant seagull looming over a girl in a white 
bikini, he took photos of the seagulls and the girl in the bikini on Bondi beach. 
He then reduced the image of the girl to 20 centimetres, laser-cut the image, 
and reinserted her image into the landscape.

Braun’s exhibition, Bondiworldexpo, runs from November 20 to December 2 at 
the Bondi Pavilion Gallery.

Beware the giant gulls of Bondi 
with an eye for a snack
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For interview requests, press material or further 
inquiries please contact: 

Andre Braun  l  e: bondiworldexpo@gmail.com
www.bondiworldexpo.com

http://twitter.com/#!/bondiworld   l   http://www.facebook.com/bondiworldexpo

This photographic display was only made possible with the wonderful help of
professional modeling talents, friends alike & amazing seagulls!

© 2014 photography by andre braun
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